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Executive Summary 

The deliverable 5.2 “Impact Assessment Results” continues the work planned under the activities of 
WP5 implementing the theoretical work conducted in D5.1 “Impact Assessment Methodology”. The 
deliverable 5.1 developed, during the first stage of the project, a framework to assess the impacts of 
disinformation based on a combined quali-quantitative approach to foster the comprehension of the 
impacts of disinformation looking at what happens on social media and on the real lives of people. 
 
To check if the methodology could work to properly map the impacts of disinformation, the framework 
needed to be applied and tested. The validation purpose has been two-fold. First of all, to identify main 
shortcomings and relevant aspects of the proposed methodology. Second, to provide evidence on the 
results of the impact assessment showing what emerged from the analysis. 
 
To provide evidence on a relevant topic, the assessment methodology has been tested during the Covid-
19 pandemic. The aim was to understand the effects of disinformation related to Covid-19 on people's 
attitude in relation to information, trust in institutions, and on how this is reflected in their behaviours 
in everyday life. 
 
The spread of two disinformation outlets on Facebook and Twitter has been analysed in order to collect 
data from social media. Then, a qualitative investigation based on a survey has been launched in Italy. 
In two weeks more than 1600 replies have been collected. 
 
Results of both approaches are reported in the following chapters. The methodology validation allowed 
us to reflect on some major issues that will be considered in future analysis to improve the 
methodological framework. 
 
Main findings from D5.2 will be also used to inform the next deliverable D5.3 (M30) both providing data 
for the overall evaluation of the SOMA project and for the policy recommendations for the European 
Commission (EC). 
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1 Introduction 

As written in the Description of Action (DoA), the overall objective of WP5 is to increase the 
understanding of actions, processes and impacts of online disinformation. In line with this, the goal of 
WP5 is twofold. From one side the intent is to develop an impact assessment methodology able to 
quantify and measure the impacts of disinformation. On the other side, the aim is to assess the impacts 
of the European Observatory established by SOMA.  
 
Following such scope, the specific objectives of the WP5 are: 

● to develop methodological guidelines as well as selection criteria, and Source Transparency 
Indicators and variables to analyse disinformation;  

● to apply the methodological framework to the European Observatory activities, using a quali-
quantitative approach and delivering in-depth analysis of the processes, their emergence, 
implementation, outcomes and impacts;  

● to use the results of monitoring and impact assessment activities to produce a policy report to 
support evidence-based decisions for policy makers.  

 
During the first half of the project, the first objective has been already achieved in D5.1. While the 
application of the framework is the main focus of the current document. Results will be used for the 
third and final objective, which is the production of policy recommendations. 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 
 
As stated in the DoA, the purpose of D5.2 should be to “report the results from the impact assessment 
and show the major impacts produced by the Observatory at European level”.  
However, considering the state of development of SOMA activities during the first half of the project, a 
minor change has been discussed with the project partners, and then approved by the project’s 
reviewers and the Project Officer during the first review meeting, held in June 2020. 
 
D5.2 was indeed aimed to contain the validation of the SOMA impact assessment methodology and 
also the evaluation of the project as a whole. 
However, it has been agreed within the consortium that this plan would have meant to submit the 
deliverable at M25, anticipating the evaluation of the SOMA project of several months, and not allowing 
for the evaluation of all activities until the end of the project (M30). 
 
This issue has been presented during the first review and reported in the first periodic report. 
Accordingly, the SOMA overall evaluation has been postponed and it will be reported in D5.3 together 
with the policy recommendation. 
Having said that, the current purpose of D5.2 is to give an account of the first task assigned by the DoA 
to the deliverable, namely the description of the results of the validation of the impact assessment 
methodology. All results and related considerations are reported hereafter. 

1.2 Structure of the Deliverable 
 

The deliverable is structured in four main chapters from 2 up to 5, apart from the chapter 1 which 
contains the introduction. 
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Chapter 2 briefly reports the methodological approach already described in D5.1. The aim is to let the 
reader understand where the methodology comes from and how this has been structured and for which 
purposes. The Chapter also describes the validation steps that have been followed and implemented. 
 
Chapter 3 focuses on some further methodological aspects, highlighting what areas of impacts have 
been possible to assess and why. The Chapter also reports about the main issues emerged from the 
validation deriving lessons learned that will be useful to improve the methodology for future 
implementations. 
 
Chapter 4 describes the results of the analysis conducted both for the quantitative and qualitative 
analysis. Data are reported and fully described. 
 
Chapter 5 features the main conclusions drawn from the analysis and provides a timeline for the next 
activities. 
 
The questionnaire elaborated for the qualitative analysis is included in the Annex. As the questionnaire 
has been delivered in Italian, an English version has been attached to allow the reader to understand 
the structure of the survey and all related questions. 
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2 SOMA impact assessment methodology and the validation process 

2.1 The methodology at a glance 
 
Among the scopes of WP5, the project aims to provide a methodological framework to assess the 
impacts of disinformation. 
 
Starting from a literature review, main shortcomings of current approaches applied to map the impacts 
of disinformation have been identified and discussed in D5.1. On such bases, SOMA partners have 
proposed a combined framework to analyse the impact of disinformation. The methodological 
framework has been structured and fully described in D5.11. 
 
To briefly report the methodology developed within the SOMA project, it is possible to say that the 
methodology is based on three main steps. 
 
The first step in our analysis is the definition and selection of false news. A false news is identified 
according to the following criteria: 
i) a false news in the radar of well-known fact-checkers and ii) a false news that, according to fact-
checkers knowledge, had an evident relevance on the internet and, possibly, on traditional media. This 
step is important to guarantee that the disinformation has been selected according to a verified process 
and it is relevant into the debate. Moreover, it is also a way to integrate the fact-checkers community 
directly in the impact assessment process. 
 
The second step is based on a quantitative analysis conducted on the selected false news (or, more 
generally, on disinformation topics) to understand their prevalence on online social networks. To this 
end, we relied on automated data collection from selected social media, to then analyse such data using 
well-known algorithms and tools. 
Data collection starts on a fixed date and in a specific time-frame. The Subject Finder module of the 
SOMA disinformation toolbox filters the dataset and returns information about the prevalence of 
selected themes or news pieces, using keyword-based queries to generate a restricted dataset. This 
allows to plot both the temporal and spatial distribution of the query-matching records.  
Network-oriented analysis is then used to understand topics of discussion and patterns of interaction 
among users involved in the debate regarding the selected disinformation stories on social media. As 
better described in the following sections, we obtain a graph representation from both Twitter and 
Facebook data, that can be oriented either at hashtags/keywords or at users/accounts. In the case of 
hashtags, the tool outputs a network of words, connected based on their pattern of co-occurrence in 
the corpus. Vice versa, when dealing with users (accounts), the tool extracts an interaction graph 
between social media accounts, considering only the type(s) of interactions specified by the consumer 
(e.g., retweets for Twitter and sharing the same content for Facebook).  
In this way, the community around disinformation will be reconstructed, thanks to:  

● a community-detection tool that returns the community structure of an input graph (possibly, 
the output graph of the previous tool);   

● instruments for identifying the key-players of an input graph, based on well-known centrality 
metrics (degree, PageRank, Betweenness, Closeness).  

 
1 D5.1 Impact Assessment Methodology is available on the SOMA website. 

https://www.disinfobservatory.org/resources/#soma-material
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Finally, we select a number of well-known mainstream and alternative/disinformation media outlets to 
assess their prevalence in the considered datasets. 
Altogether, the quantitative approach provides evidence about the patterns of production/propagation 
of relevant disinformation pieces by:  

1. allowing to track relevant news stories and reconstruct their prevalence over time and space;  
2. detecting central debating communities and capture their distinctive narrative in our dataset; 
3. identifying the role of authoritative accounts (“influencers”) and bots in driving the production 

and sharing of news stories both globally and in specific “disinformation networks”; 
4. comparing the volume of diffusion and engagement of different types of news sources. 

 
The third step is related to the qualitative analysis. The aim is to conduct focus groups, questionnaires 
or interviews to understand the direct impact on people’s behaviours using qualitative methods. The 
methods are selected to allow the widest participation possible. Literature in the field identifies a broad 
range of techniques to be deployed including:  

● surveys of intended beneficiaries;  
● control and comparison groups;  
● participatory methods including workshops and focus groups;  
● case studies. 

 
Such an approach allows to combine the efforts made by the fact-checkers community in identifying 
false news, the capacity of quantitative analysis to investigate the network and, then, to get an overview 
on how those pieces of disinformation spreading on social media affected the behaviour of people. 

2.2 The framework validation  
 
As stated in the DoA and reported in D5.1, aim of the WP5 is to test and validate the methodology 
proposed. The validation is an important step in the process and the reason is two-fold. First of all, it 
allows us to start gathering evidence on the impacts of disinformation in relation to the topics selected 
contributing to the research on the topic. Second, validation is important to verify gaps and potential 
obstacles in the application of the methodological framework to refine and correct the approach 
accordingly. 
 
Regarding the validation process, it was originally reported in D5.1 that the aim was to organize 
interviews or questionnaires to reply to the indicators and variables established in the methodology to 
assess the impact of disinformation. The target number of stakeholders to be engaged in the validation 
exercise was 100. In particular, 50 stakeholders needed to be engaged for each topic, considering to 
investigate one topic related to health and one topic related to migration. 
 
According to the DoW, the validation phase started in February 2020 (M16).  
The starting phase for the methodology validation overlapped with the spread of the Covid-19 
pandemic. 
 
Since the beginning, the pandemic has been characterized by a phenomenon strongly related to the 
abuse of information, the so-called “infodemic”. In particular, disinformation campaigns widely 
affected the correct information on the state and urgency of the pandemic. European institutions 
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started being worried about the massive spread of fake news and disinformation on the Covid-19 raising 
their attention on analyses and work on this issue. 
 
In order to provide real time data, it was decided to test the methodology on disinformation related to 
Covid-19 and particularly addressing one aspect related to migration and one aspect on the diffusion 
of the virus. Such decisions allowed us to test the methodology on a sensible topic and also provided 
results to the EC during the spread of the virus. As it will be further explained in the next Chapter, 
testing the methodology on a such relevant topic allowed it to engage in the qualitative phase more 
than 1600 stakeholders, largely overcoming the target of 100 stakeholders that was originally planned 
in D5.1. 
 

3 Methodological implementation 

As reported in D5.1, the aim of the methodological approach provided by SOMA is to look at what are 
the impacts on the individuals (at micro-level) in order to then assess which are the impacts on 
institutions (macro-level). The methodology has been applied looking at social media users and then 
investigating the impacts on individuals. 

3.1 The SOMA impact areas 
 
The methodological framework identifies the opportunity to use the impact assessment to map three 
impact areas related to social, political and economic dimensions. For each impact area sub-dimensions 
have been developed (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. SOMA impact Areas 

 
These sub-dimensions were considered both for quantitative and qualitative analysis. The quantitative 
analyses rely on social media data. For the qualitative analyses, the survey was instead structured to 
link the questions to specific indicators and variables, so as to measure, as much as possible, how 
disinformation influenced the dimensions considered.  
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Due to the scope of the survey and to the nature of the investigation, questions were created to reply 
to most of the subdimensions reported in the methodological framework, but not all. This is due to the 
fact that certain aspects were not relevant for the aim of the analysis. 
 
Regarding the sub-dimension of the social impact, the questions were conceived to investigate the 
following dimensions: 
 

• Impact on news awareness and bias on information spread on social media; 

• Impact on information quality; 

• Impact on news media access; 

• Impact on opinions and behaviours change through the use of social media. 
 
The sub-dimensions related to social aspects have been widely investigated in the survey through 
specific questions related to the private dimension of the individuals in relation to news consumptions 
and personal behaviours. 
 
Regarding the sub-dimension of the political impact, the questions aimed at investigating the following 
dimensions: 

• Impact on trust in institutions (politicians, government, parliament, international organization, 
scientists) 

● Impact on citizens’ behaviours in relation to electoral vote; 
● Impact on media freedom pluralism; 
● Impact on news knowledge and access to information; 
● Impact on media reliability; 
● Impact on polarization. 

 
These dimensions have been extrapolated from the questions more oriented to understand the 
perception of the users in relation to the scientific community, to the institutions and, more general, to 
the media environment. 
 
Considering the sub-dimension of the economic impact, it has been possible to retrieve some evidences 
on the following dimensions: 

● news consumption patterns in relation to official and non-official sources of information. 
 

3.2 Methodological considerations and lessons learned 
 
Testing the methodology has allowed us to identify some aspects that need to be improved and/or 
deserving particular attention in case of future application to guarantee a correct implementation of 
the approach. So far, the following have been identified. 
 
First of all, it is fair to say that among the impact areas, the most difficult to measure has been the one 
related to the economic impact. Indeed, even if the survey allows to trace the news consumption 
patterns in relation to official and non-official sources of information, it has not been possible to 
investigate other dimensions related to advertising or news subscriptions.  
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However, the methodology proposed has to be intended as a flexible tool, as it allows to structure the 
investigation according to the scope of the research. In this case, the main research questions were not 
focused on economic aspects but more concentrated to understand how disinformation on Covid-19 
changed people behaviours in terms of news consumption, trust in official and non-official sources. This 
is the reason why it has not been possible to extract economic data from the analyses.  
 
Nevertheless, as it is evident in scientific literature, the economic impact of disinformation is one of the 
most difficult aspects to map. SOMA analysis confirms the difficulty in getting data on economic 
aspects. Even if the indicators and variables were presented in the methodology, they didn’t find a 
proper application.  In this sense, the conclusion is that further analysis containing a specific focus on 
the impacts of disinformation on economic aspects is needed and this will certainly be better explored 
in future work. 
 
Another issue observed during the analyses is related to the integration of the quantitative and 
qualitative analyses. It is plausible that conducting the two analyses with different means and tools 
could lead to a non-homogeneous result. To avoid this, it is important that investigations and research 
questions are structured together by the researchers in charge of the study. This will allow for data 
integration, looking at different aspects that could not be analysed in another way. In other words, the 
advice is to use the best tools to retrieve the needed information. For our analyses, a quantitative 
approach has been conducted to get the state of conversation about two fake news on social media. 
This allowed us to get a wider picture on what happens on the platforms in relation to certain news. 
However, in the opinion of the investigator, such an approach cannot explain what happens outside 
the social media network. On the other hand, a qualitative analysis, conducted through a survey, was 
the proper tool to get an understanding  of how disinformation impacts on people’s real life. 
What we learned from the methodology testing is that if this approach can rely on a solid and structured 
process based on a common work of researchers from different fields, evidence can lead to wider and 
deeper results. The combined approach reveals the opportunity to merge different competences and 
skills exploring the complexity of the issue, linking different layers of understanding and awareness. 
Multi-disciplinary research is crucial to investigate the perils of disinformation and for this reason major 
efforts to combine data science and social sciences are needed. 
 
Coming to more specific questions, two considerations came out from the validation. The first one is 
related to the timeframe considered. Indeed, in order to allow a complementary reading of quantitative 
and qualitative results, quantitative analysis has to be performed identifying a specific timing for data 
collection and organizing the qualitative investigation in a way that data collected are referring to the 
same timing. The second one is that it is quite difficult to engage the social media users observed on 
the platforms in the qualitative analysis. This is due to the fact that quantitative analyses are conducted 
in an aggregated way and it is not possible to retrieve personal information on the users. To overcome 
this barrier, the qualitative investigation should be as wide as possible. Even if it is not possible to 
guarantee the perfect overlapping of the subjects analysed, it is possible to a certain extent to 
guarantee that participation from different target groups is mapped and considered in the analyses. 
 
Lessons learned will be used to further reflect on the methodological aspects related to the study of 
disinformation to inform future research on the topic.  
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4 Impact assessment results 

The questions driving the study are mainly the following: What type of information on Covid-19 is 
mostly shared on popular social media? What is the impact of the recent pandemic on the way in which 
people inform themselves? In particular, is there any evidence that sources of information from public 
authorities gained importance with respect to other sources. especially social media? What is the 
impact of disinformation circulated on Covid-19 on people behaviours and choices? 
To answer these questions, we applied a combined methodology based on a quantitative and 
qualitative analysis. The quantitative analysis aimed at analysing the status of disinformation spreading 
on social media. The qualitative analysis aimed at investigating how the current state of emergency 
impacts users’ behaviours in news and information consumption. 
 
Following the methodology described above, the first step was to select two false news outlets verified 
as fake news by fact-checkers. These have been selected from the fake news identified by Pagella 
Politica2 and by the EEAS (2020). The first one was the news stating that the virus was linked to a 
bacteriological weapons program in a laboratory in the city of Wuhan (China). The second was the news 
stating that the outbreak of the virus was due to the presence of migrants. Both statements have been 
used for the quantitative as well as the qualitative analyses. In addition, with the quantitative analyses 
another relevant topic of disinformation on social media was analysed: the link between the spread of 
Covid-19 and 5G. The qualitative analyses considered another news widely disseminated at that time, 
namely the fact the virus did not exist and was just an invention. The reason why these two last 
statements have been chosen for the analysis is the following: it was of crucial importance to 
understand the level of debate on 5G on social media due to the relevancy in the political debate, but 
this was not sufficient to map an impact on people’s everyday life. On the other hand, more elaboration 
was needed to understand how people reacted on the possibility that the virus was just an invention. 

All the results on the analysis of the above-mentioned topics are described in the following paragraph. 

4.1 The quantitative analysis  
 

Understanding how a false news spread on social media was made possible by the quantitative analysis. 
Data used in this report comes from the following sources: 

● Twitter: we used the Twitter Streaming API to collect tweets containing one of the following 
keywords: "coronavirusitalia", "covid19italia", "coronavirusitaly". The dataset contains 1.7M 
tweets and spans from February 14th to May 5th 2020; we did not incur in missing data issue 

as we never exceeded the 1% threshold [the global volume of daily tweets exceeds 2 108 tweets 
(see https://blog.twitter.com/official/en_us/a/2011/200-million-tweets-per-day.html), and the 
1% roughly corresponds to a million tweets per day]. Once filtered, including only tweets in 
Italian, these dataset sums up to _1.23M tweets. 

 
● Facebook: we used the CrowdTangle’s “historical data” interface to fetch the CrowdTangle 

database. This is limited to Facebook data already in their system and does not fetch posts from 
Facebook’s API. Notably, the CrowdTangle database only contains posts published by public 
groups and pages. We collected records in Italian language containing any of the following 

 
2 List of fake news is available here. 

https://pagellapolitica.it/blog/show/643/46-bufale-sul-coronavirus
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research keys: virus, coronavirus, covid, sars-cov-2, sars cov 2, pandemia, epidemia, pandemic, 
epidemic. The dataset contains _1.59 M FB posts dated Jan 01 2020 - May 12 2020, created by 
87426 unique FB IDs. 

 
We measured the prevalence of different topics in our dataset by comparing, for both our Twitter and 
Facebook data, the "total" number of daily posts3 with the number of daily posts satisfying the following 
queries: 
 

● Virus and Migrants (VIRUS E MIGRANTI): contains at least one of [’virus’, ’coronavirus’, ’covid’, 
’sars-cov-2’, ’sars cov 2’, ’pandemia’, ’epidemia’, ’pandemic’, ’epidemic’] AND at least one of 
[’migranti’, ’immigrati’, ’ong’, ’barconi’, ’extracomunitari’, ’africa’] 

● Virus and Laboratory (VIRUS E LABORATORIO): contains at least one of [’virus’, ’coronavirus’, 
’covid’, ’sars-cov-2’, ’sars cov 2’, ’pandemia’, ’epidemia’, ’pandemic’, ’epidemic’] AND at least 
one of [’laboratorio’, ’sperimentazione’, ’sperimentato’, ’ricerca’]. 

● Virus and 5G (VIRUS E 5G): contains at least one of [’virus’, ’coronavirus’, ’covid’, ’sars-cov-2’, 
’sars cov 2’, ’pandemia’, ’epidemia’, ’pandemic’, ’epidemic’] AND at least one of [’5g’, ’onde’, 
’radiazioni’, ’elettromagnetismo’, ’wireless’] 

 
It should be noted that query matching is case insensitive. In Figure 2-3 we show the time trends, where 
Facebook data was restricted to the time range of Twitter data to allow for a direct and fair comparison 
(the whole available time range is considered later in Section 4.1.2). We may comment the graphs  as 
follows: 

● Concerning Twitter, we observe a decreasing interest in the Covid-19 related debate, except for 
the “5G” topic that appears to have an almost constant, albeit limited, prevalence; 

● Concerning Facebook, we instead see an almost constant presence of all three topics in the 
debate, that broadly follows the overall volume of the debate; 

● Comparing the two graphs, we observe that the “total” volume is comparable, but that the 
prevalence of “LABS” and “5G” is significantly greater on Facebook. Interestingly, on both social 
media the “MIGRANTS” topic – generally very popular in Italy – shows a decline that makes is 
comparably or even less prevalent than “5G”; 

● Focusing on “5G”, it is probably worth noting that the topic experiences two spikes: at the 
beginning of March and at the beginning of April, respectively. While the latter seems to overlap 
with the event of people burning down 5G towers, it is not clear to the authors what may be 
the cause of the first spike. 

 

 

 
3 We computed a 3-day centered moving average. 
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Figure 2. Number of daily posts per Twitter 

 

 
Figure 3. Number of daily posts per Facebook 

4.1.1 Analysis on Twitter 

4.1.1.1 Hashtag graph 
First, we studied the hashtag graph, wherein two hashtags are connected if they co-occur at least once 
in the same tweet, and edges are weighted with the number of such co-occurrences (Figure 4). We 
removed the most used hashtags containing ’covid’, ’corona’ or ’virus’ and applied the Louvain 
clustering algorithm. By looking at the top 20 hashtags (ordered by pagerank) of the 7 main hashtag 
clusters (those with more than 1000 hashtags) we see that these clusters most likely coincide with the 
main “sub-topics of discussion” when Twitter users discuss of Covid-19 related issues, that we labelled 
as follows: 
 

● The rise of the epidemics (4476 hashtags) : ’lombardia’, ’milano’, ’codogno’, ’covid19italy’, 
’cina’, ’coronaviruslombardia’, ’veneto’, ’amuchina’, ’codvid19italia’, ’coronaviriusitalia’, 
’corona’, ’contagio’, ’lega’, ’salute’, ’bergamo’, ’fontana’, ’zaia’, ’coronavirius’, ’epidemia’, 
’news’; 

● Collective wellness (3572 hashtags) : ’iorestoacasa’, ’restiamoacasa’, ’iostoacasa’, 
’andratuttobene’, ’restateacasa’, ’iorestocasa’, ’pandemia’, ’andràtuttobene’, 
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’coranavirusitalia’, ’celafaremo’, ’stayathome’, ’iorestoincasa’, ’italylockdown’, ’facciamorete’, 
’italiazonaprotetta’, ’flashmob’, ’italystaystrong’, ’distantimauniti’, ’stayhome’, ’supermercati’; 

● Political leaders and parties (2812 hashtags): ’conte’, ’salvini’, ’pd’, ’m5s’, ’propagandalive’, 
’meloni’, 
 ’nonelarena’, ’renzi’, ’italiazonarossa’, ’staseraitalia’, ’giuseppeconte’, ’la7’, ’zingaretti’, ’mes’, 
’ottoemezzo’, 
 ’lariachetirala7’, ’tagadala7’, ’speranza’, ’mattarella’, ’burioni’; 

● Football (2181 hashtags): ’seriea’, ’calcio’, ’stateacasa’, ’coronavid19’, ’zonerosse’, ’napoli’, 
’serieatim’, ’milan’, ’irresponsabili’, ’juveinter’, ’inter’, ’juventus’, ’decreto’, ’asroma’, ’8marzo’, 
’sport’, ’lombardiachiusa’, ’juventusinter’, ’lazio’, ’figc’; 

● Critics to the government (1765 hashtags): ’contedimettiti’, ’europa’, ’ue’, ’italiani’, 
’governodellavergogna’, ’italexit’, ’germania’, ’governodelcontagio’, ’francia’, ’migranti’, 
’vergogna’, ’trump’, ’usa’, ’bce’, ’portichiusi’, ’coronavirusfrance’, ’stopmes’, ’lamorgese’, 
’nomes’, ’eu’; 

● Life in quarantine (1698 hashtags): ’quarantena’, ’fase2’, ’lockdown’, ’quarantinelife’, 
’autocertificazione’, ’quarantine’, ’congiunti’, ’dpcm’, ’16marzo’, ’buongiorno’, ’4maggio’, 
’fasedue’, ’mare’, ’lockdownitalia’, ’covid__19’, ’libertà’, ’avvocati’, ’pasquetta’, ’giustizia’, 
’1maggio’; 

● Internal politics (1464 hashtags): ’governo’, ’coronavirusitalianews’, ’curaitalia’, ’emergenza’, 
’inps’, ’economia’, ’imprese’, ’turismo’, ’forzaitalia’, ’prevenzione’, ’sicurezza’, ’pmi’, ’lavoratori’, 
’partiteiva’, ’famiglie’, ’siena’, ’spesa’, ’bonus’, ’sindacati’, ’inpsdown’. 
 

 
Figure 4. Hashtag graph extracted from our Twitter data 

 

4.1.1.2 Interaction Graph 
Now, we briefly outline the interactions occurring on Twitter, measured by studying the retweet graph 
of accounts connected by directed edges based on who retweeted whom, and with edges weighted by 
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the total number of times one user retweeted another. We consider the whole retweet graph as well 
as the three graphs obtained by only considering the tweets (and retweets) that match the three 
queries defined in Section 4.1. 
 
Table 1 reports the top 20 users ordered by (weighted) pagerank, alongside with their degree and their 
pertaining (Louvain) cluster. We immediately see that the centrality of different nodes in the network 
is highly dependent on the considered topic. It is especially noteworthy that the “total” Covid-19 related 
debate on Twitter is dominated by profiles belonging to public bodies and governmental institutions, 
the main news agencies and some research bodies and associations. On the other hand, the topics 
related to propaganda and disinformation show the emergence of non-institutional central nodes, 
namely, a few openly partisan public figures and many non-validated and non-publicly known accounts. 
 

 

 
 

Table 1. Retweet graphs: top 20 users by pagerank, with degree and pertaining cluster 

 

4.1.1.3 Information Sharing by Type 
Finally, we present an evaluation of the type and quality of information shared by users in our dataset. 
To this end, we extracted any link to a WWW resource present in the tweets and we mapped these 
links to a set of domains that have been manually classified as either “mainstream” media or 
“disinformation” sources. The classification is based on the work of well-known Italian fact-checking 
agencies. 
In Figure 5 and Figure 6 we show the number of tweets per source, for mainstream and disinformation, 
respectively. Disinformation sources are also geographically categorised. We see that mainstream 
sources were linked significantly more often than disinformation sources during the Covid-19 related 
debate on Twitter. We also see, in both cases, a pronounced predominance of a limited number of 
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sources: Mediaset’s tgcom24 among mainstream media; VoxNews, IlPrimatoNazionale and 
RussiaToday among disinformation media. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Histogram of mainstream media in our Twitter dataset 

 

 
Figure 6. Histogram of disinformation media in our Twitter dataset 

4.1.2 Analysis on Facebook 

4.1.2.1 Engagement Graph 
First, to enrich the analysis presented in Section 4.1, we compared the number of daily posts and the 
total daily “engagement” produced by the posts of our dataset, again considering both the whole 
dataset and the posts matching the three queries (Figure 7 and Figure 8). With respect to CrowdTangle’s 
data format, we computed the engagement as the sum of the following entries: ’Likes at Posting’, 
’Likes’, ’Comments’, ’Shares’, ’Love’, ’Wow’, ’Haha’, ’Sad’, ’Angry’, ’Thankful’, ’Post Views’, ’Total Views’. 
The trends are, unsurprisingly, comparable, yet we got a better picture of the volume of attention that 
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these topics were gaining on Facebook. In particular, the daily engagement of “5G” apparently 
increased by as much as two orders of magnitude during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 

 
Figure 7. Number of daily posts for Facebook data  

 

 
Figure 8. Number of daily engagements for Facebook data  

 
 

4.1.2.2 Interaction Graph 
 
With respect to Twitter, we see a denser network of connections among Facebook groups and pages4, 
with well-defined clusters. At the very least, this seems to confirm that focusing on URLs sharing is a 
promising direction and that investigating the “history” of the contents these URLs point to (e.g., who 
created them and supported their initial diffusion) might be very insightful for understanding the 
success of a topic of (dis)information on Facebook. 
 
Table 2 and Table 3report the top 20 users ordered by (weighted) pagerank, with their degree, 
transitivity and their pertaining (Louvain) cluster alongside. We notice that: 

 
4 The great density of the network is the reason why we could only plot the top 100 accounts if we aimed at ensuring readability. 
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● the public group “Morris San” has been very central in the debate – although is not even in the 
top 20 when focusing on “MIGRANTS”; 

● there is a general prevalence of the 5 Star Movement and sovereign right parties, with barely 
any presence of left and centre-left parties in the debate; 

● activist groups and pages have been very central in the debate even in the whole graph, with 
the Ministry of Health – the most central account on Twitter by far – being out of the top 20; 

● In the debate regarding 5G technologies and related risks, a few local, anti-5G and anti-EU 
groups appeared in the top 20, thus suggesting that some critics to 5G are well-rooted in parts 
of the Italian society and connected to a broader criticism towards EU Institutions. 
 

 
 

Table 2 Facebook graph: top 20 users by pagerank, with degree and pertaining cluster 
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Table 3. Facebook graph: top 20 users by pagerank, with degree and pertaining cluster 

  
 

 

Generally speaking, groups and pages with a populist orientation seem especially important in shaping 
the public opinion in Italy. Further analysis – possibly supported by additional data – might be necessary 
to understand whether these are actual grassroots groups/pages or rather part of a coordinated 
propaganda activity. 
 

4.1.2.3 Information Sharing by Type 
 
In Figure 9 and Figure 10 we show the number of posts per source, for mainstream and Italian 
disinformation. In Figure 11 Figure 12 Figure 13 we show the foreign disinformation sources, 
respectively in relation to the EU, Russia, and the US. First, albeit the overall volume of posts in our 
Facebook data is comparable to the volume of tweets in our Twitter dataset, the presence of links to 
WWW contents produced by media agencies on Facebook exceeds Twitter by several orders of 
magnitude. This is an element in favour of the significance of focusing on links to analyse patterns of 
information diffusion on Facebook. Mainstream sources were linked significantly more often than 
disinformation sources, but the difference was less pronounced than on Twitter. Mediaset’s tgcom24, 
VoxNews and IlPrimatoNazionale were still prominent, but they were now accompanied by “Il 
Mattino”, “IlFattoQuotidiano” and “IlGiornale” for what concerns mainstream media, and by 
Sostenitori and Zapping2017 for what concerns disinformation. For what concerns foreign (or foreign-
led) disinformation sources, Sputnik was the only significant presence in the Covid-19 related debate 
on Facebook. 
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Figure 9. Histogram of mainstream media in our Facebook dataset  

 

 
Figure 10. Histogram of Italian disinformation outlets in our Facebook dataset 
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Figure 11. Histogram of EU sharing of foreign disinformation media content in our Facebook dataset 

 
 

 

 
Figure 12. Histogram of Russian sharing of foreign disinformation media content in our Facebook 

dataset 
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Figure 13. Histogram of US sharing of foreign disinformation media content in our Facebook dataset 

 

 
 

4.2 The qualitative analysis 
 
Once defined which was the status of conversation on Twitter and Facebook, the qualitative analysis 
aimed at investigating the impacts of the pandemic on users’ behaviours as well as the impacts of the 
identified disinformation sources on their choices and behaviours in everyday life; the analysis was 
conducted referring to the same disinformation news outlets investigated on social media. 

The qualitative analysis was conducted through the administration of a questionnaire. The 
questionnaire was selected as the preferred method due to the following reasons: first, because 
methods implying face-to-face contacts (e.g. focus groups or interviews) were not possible due to social 
distancing rules applied in that period. Second, the questionnaire was preferred to phone interviews or 
other tools, considering the situation and how people were spending their time in isolation: using digital 
devices and internet connection. Therefore, an online questionnaire seemed to be more appropriate 
to match with the users’ preferred time, without imposing a time and a duration to reply to the 
questions. 

The survey was conducted using an online system for data collection, making the survey available for 
any device capable of surfing the Internet. In line with the GDPR provisions, no private or sensible data 
was collected, and the survey was structured to be fully anonymous. 

The survey contained 26 questions, most of them were structured as multiple choice or Likert scale. 
Out of the 26, four questions allowed open answers. The survey has been designed for people living in 
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Italy or informing themselves through Italian information channels. For this reason, it was conducted in 
Italian5.  

The survey was launched on March 31st and closed on April 16th, 2020 It was widely disseminated 
through the T6 Ecosystems and Luiss Data Lab social media accounts and the SOMA Observatory official 
accounts onTwitter and LinkedIn.  

We are aware that the mode of administration builds a sample that is not fully representative of the 
national sampling. However, respondents of the questionnaire include all ages, sex and geographic 
areas in Italy.  
Nonetheless, for our research objectives, it was an effective way to facilitate a broad dissemination of 
the survey questionnaire. The short period of time to collect answers to the questionnaire was 
motivated by our willingness to take part in a debate on Covid-19 with some initial evidence. 

4.2.1 The results 
 

We collected a total of 1611 responses, 63% of which are women respondents, and 37% are men (Figure 
14). 

 
Looking at the geographical distribution, 40% of the participants are from Southern Italy and the islands, 
33% from the Centre of Italy and 27% from the North of Italy (Figure 15). 

 
5 The full questionnaire (in Italian and translated in English) can be found in the Annex. 

63%

37%
Women Man

27%

33%

40% Northern Italy
Centre of Italy
Southern Italy and Islands

Figure. Gender Distribution Figure 14. Gender Distribution 

Figure 15.Geographical Distribution 
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In terms of age, replies collected span from minors of 18 years old to more than 80. Most of the 
respondents are in the ages within 36 and 65 (Figure 16).   We asked to indicate the education degree. 
Most of the respondents selected the options “master’s degree” or “High school”.  

 Once the basic information about the respondents was collected, we started with focused questions 
on information consumption. We asked the respondents to select which was the main source of 
information they used during the Covid-19 emergency? The options provided in the survey were the 
following: 

● Broadcasters; 
● Newspapers and print magazines; 
● Social media (Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp); 
● Official sources (Italian government, Civil Protection, Ministry of Health). 

 
Respondents had the choice to select one option or express multiple preferences. We opted for this, as 
it is widely known that most of the people use multiple channels of information and we did not intend 
to limit their self-expression. Indeed, 45% selected only one source of information, while the 55% 
expressed from two up to four preferences. However, aggregating all replies from the total of 1611 
participants, we collected 2978 preferences on the above-mentioned options. It is possible to say that 
more preferences were given to official sources (38%) and broadcasters (31%), followed by social media 
(20%) and, finally, newspapers (11%) (Figure 17). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16. Age of the participants 
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In addition, we asked to express a preference on what were, in her/his opinion, the most reliable 
information channels during the Covid-19 emergency (Figure 18). As in the previous case, respondents 
could select one or multiple preferences, so we got 3138 preferences in total. Results show that 72%  

 
of the replies state that the most reliable sources of information are assigned to information provided 
by the scientific community and by official broadcasting of the Italian government and the National Civil 
Protection Agency (a public institution). 
 

  

Figure 18. Most reliable source of information during Covid-19 emergency chosen by the participants 

 

Figure 17.Most selected sources of information used by respondents 
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To better understand how the information sent out by Italian public institutions was perceived, we 
asked about the importance of the role of the institutions (for example: Prime Minister, Government, 
Civil Protection Agency) in communicating directly to citizens what was happening and in providing 
information on how to behave to deal with the Covid-19 emergency (Figure 19). Out of the 1611 
respondents, more than 81% agreed that this is relevant or enough important. Only 5% selected the 
lower values of the Likert scale: “little” or “nothing”. 
 

 

We also asked to assess the importance of the scientific community and experts in the sector (for 
example: virologists, epidemiologists, doctors) in communicating to citizens what was happening and 
in communicating how to behave and deal with the Covid-19 emergency (Figure 20). Also, in this case 
the respondents assigned high importance on this kind of communication, selecting the highest values 
“a lot” and “enough” at 97%.  

Figure 19. Replies on importance of the institutional communication on Covid-19 emergency 
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To understand if respondents rely also on information that is not necessarily coming from official 
sources, we asked to assess how reliable the information received via WhatsApp6 and Facebook was. 
Results on WhatsApp reliability are reported hereafter (Figure 21).  

 

 
 
 

  

 
6 We decided to insert this question as in Italy is very frequent to receive information on Covid-19 directly on this application. 

Figure 20. Importance of the communication on Covid-19 from the experts chosen by the participants 

Figure 21.Reliability of information via WhatsApp 
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Out of the total of the respondents, 76% selected the lowest values of the likert scale “little” or 
“nothing”; 12% selected “a lot” and “enough” and, 12% stated that they do not receive information via 
WhatsApp.  The 12% showing more reliability on the information via WhatsApp were then asked if the 
information via WhatsApp influenced their behaviours (Figure 22). Out of the total (189 respondents), 
5% selected “a lot” , 44% “enough”, 37% “little” and 14% “nothing”. 
. 

 

We then asked the 49% replying that the information influenced “a lot” or “enough” how they have 
been influenced. The majority of people replied that they have been scared and alarmed by the received 
information, paying more attention to their behaviours afterwards. While 35 tended to be more relaxed 
and not worried about the virus (Figure 23). 

 
62 people selected an open option and provided free text. An analysis was applied and responses 
aggregated. In most of the cases (26) respondents stated that they were pushed to look for other 
sources of information; others (3) that the information pushed him/her to reflect. In some other cases 
(4) they were confused and (4) they got their opinions confirmed; (6) stated that the impact depended 
on the source received and specified that they got messages from the scientific community as they 
were in a chat that was set up by specialists7. As anticipated, we also asked to assess the reliability of 

 
7 19 people stated that they have not been affected concretely. 

Figure 22. Impact of disinformation via WhatsApp on people’s behaviours 

Figure 23. Kind of Impact on people 
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information on Facebook (Figure 24). 74% of respondents selected “nothing” or “little”, 23% selected 
“a lot” and “enough”. This shows a small increase on the reliability of Facebook compared to WhatsApp. 

 

 
 

We also asked respondents if they checked information shared on Facebook. Out of the total, 61% 
replied “always” while 35% selected “sometime” or “never”. The remaining 4% did not provide a reply. 
We also asked 100 respondents who selected “never” why they did not check the information. 50 
replied that they did not check the information because they read the news but did not trust it. 
Remaining 50 replies were scattered and related more to the absence of time to verify information. 
 
We asked, then, if the current emergency changed how respondents dealt with information (Figure 25).  
As shown in Figure 25, 50% replied no, 49% replied yes and 1% did not reply. 

 

 
Accordingly, we asked the ones that stated that the emergency had changed their attitudes, how they 
changed it (Figure 26). Results show that 89% stated that they became more aware about the 

Figure 24. Reliability of information via Facebook 

Figure 25. Changing attitude toward information due to the Covid-19 emergency 
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importance of verified information through the emergency. Only 11% stated that they were still 
confused and exposed to the perils of disinformation. 

 
 

Finally, we asked what actions could be more effective to ensure reliable and correct information to 
citizens in relation to the Covid-19 virus. The actions proposed were the following: 
 

● More communication through official channels (website, social channels of the institutions); 
● Better control of platforms about the circulation of unverified news; 
● Better access to traditional information channels (newspapers, television, radio); 
● Better disclosure of scientific information. 

 
As respondents could select one or more options, 42% of the respondents selected one option, 33% 
two options, 24% three or more options, 1% did not provide an answer. However, aggregating all replies 
we got 3052 replies. On the total of replies collected, 62% of replies agreed to have more 
communication through institutional channels and more dissemination of scientific information; 29% 
of the respondents selected to increase the control on the platform to verify the information; only 9% 
required better access to traditional sources (Figure 27). 

 

29%

9%

31%

31%

Better control of platforms about the circulation of
unverified news

Improved access to traditional information channels

More disclosure of scientific information

Increased communication through official channels

Figure 26. How attitude changed due to the Covid-19 emergency 

Figure 27. Measures to ensure reliable and correct information to citizens in relation to the 
Covid-19 emergency 
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As anticipated, in the survey three false news, widely shared on the internet and on social media, has 
been brought to the attention of the respondents. The intention was to understand if they believed 
that news and, in case yes, how the news affected their own behaviours. 
 
The first one was the news regarding the fact that Covid-19 is a virus linked to a bacteriological weapons 
program, born in a laboratory in the city of Wuhan, in China. We asked the respondents if they were 
aware about the news: 91% replied yes, 8% no and 1% did not reply (Figure 28). 
 

 
Figure 28. Did it happen to you to read the news that Covid-19 is a virus linked to a bacteriological 

weapons program, born in a laboratory in the city of Wuhan (China) 

We then asked the 91% who replied affirmatively if they believed the news: 78% replied “no”, while 
21% replied “yes”, and 1% did not reply (Figure 29). 
 

 
Figure 29. If you answered yes to the previous question, did you believe the news? 

Then, our intention was to better understand how believing in the news changed peoples’ behaviours 
(Figure 30). In this case, 29% selected the options suggested by the survey. Results are reported 
hereafter: 

● 26% stated that it raised a feeling of fear and distrust in China; 
● 3% stated that they became more hostile towards the Chinese community that lives in 

Italy; 
● 71% proposed an open text. Based on a discourse analysis, results have been aggregated. 
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Figure 30: If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 

Results show that 37% people share a feeling of distrust against China; 17% feel fear, distrust or anger 
more in general. In most of the cases such feelings are directed towards the Italian government or 
national institutions. (Figure 31).  

 
Figure 31. If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 

We also asked if they were aware of the news that associated the outbreak of the spread of the virus 
with the presence of migrants (Figure 32). In this case, 62% replied “no” and 37% “yes”. 

 
Figure 32. Did it happen to you to read the news that associates the outbreak of the virus with the 

presence of migrants? 

 
 
We asked the 37% to tell if they believed it (Figure 33). The large majority, 97% said “no” and 3% “yes”.  
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Figure 33. If you answered yes to the previous question, did you believe the news? 

We asked the 20 people who believed the news how this affected their behaviour (Figure 34). They 
replied as following: 

• 9 stated that this raised a feeling of fear and distrust for the migrants; 
• 3 stated that the news convinced of the positions of the right-wing parties; 
• 8 opted for others. 
 

 
 

Figure 34. If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 

 

Finally, we asked if they heard the news that stated that the virus did not exist and/or was a non-
existent danger: 50% did not know the news, while 49% knew it (Figure 35). 
 

 
Figure 35. Did it happen to you to read the news that the virus does not exist and / or is a non-

existent danger? 
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On the 49% who knew the news, 94% did not think it was true while 6% believed it (Figure 36).  
 

 
 

Figure 36. If you answered yes to the previous question, did you believe the news?  

 
 
 
We asked the 6% how this changed their behaviour. In the majority of cases (30), the respondents took 
a less anxious attitude towards the virus. Only in 3 cases people were convinced that the threat did not 
exist and urged them to live their life without following the instructions of the authorities. 13 selected 
the option “Other” (Figure 37). 
 

 
 

Figure 37. If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 
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5 Conclusions 

The results of the quantitative analysis clearly show that Twitter and Facebook exhibit two significantly 
different information landscapes. Institutional sources are central on Twitter, whereas grassroot groups 
and pages seem to dominate the debate on Facebook. Topics that are mostly discussed on Twitter are 
not necessarily so relevant on Facebook and vice-versa. Contrarily to Twitter, where link-sharing is 
relatively rare, links to external sources are commonly used to vehiculate content on Facebook, with 
the consequent pervasiveness of both information and propaganda items, even across apparently 
separate "bubbles". 
The two platforms have, however, a few communal aspects. In both cases, the discussions on 
controversial topics had a smaller volume of interactions compared to the pandemic in general. 
Somewhat in accordance, "mainstream" media, (i.e., news outlets that are generally considered by the 
users as trustable) are predominant over unofficial sources of information in terms of both sharing and 
engagement.  
Finally, if we focus on disinformation topics only, public figures tend to take a peripheral role in favour 
of highly partisan and activist accounts in both Twitter and Facebook. 
 
The scenario that emerges is an intricate system wherein assessing information quality is hard (for both 
users and researchers) and where privacy issues make it difficult to hold individuals and groups 
accountable for disinformation campaigns. 
 
However, the qualitative analysis suggests a couple of relevant elements completing what emerged 
from the quantitative analyses. First, even if disinformation is shared and reaches thousands of people 
on social media, the real impacts on people are low because most of the social media users do not 
believe that kind of information. This implies a small impact on their choices in real life. Second, by 
applying a qualitative analysis it emerged a facet that is difficult to understand from social media 
analysis that is, the level of trust of official sources of information. 
 
Results show that people inform themselves on the pandemic using, above all, official channels of 
authoritative institutions and broadcasters. Social media, even if it appears among the channels used 
to be informed, are not the primary source of information on the epidemic. Such results seem to 
confirm what has been observed by the Osservatorio MSA-Covid 19 of CNR-IRPPS8 who also appraises 
the high level of trust for authoritative sources such as the national governments, the civil protection 
agency and the scientific community. 
 
It is interesting to highlight that the most reliable sources of information identified by the respondents 
are the institutional sources of information and the information shared by the scientific community. 
Such data is confirmed by the importance that the participants assign to the information on Covid-19 
received directly from the institutions and from the scientific community.  
 
Information shared via social media such as WhatsApp and Facebook are considered, by most of the 
respondents, as not trustable. Only 12% of the participants trust the information shared via WhatsApp. 
However, people confiding on information shared via WhatsApp also indicate that in most of the cases 
the information received had an impact on their behaviours. The majority of people replied that they 

 
8 Information is available here.  

https://www.irpps.cnr.it/musa/msa-covid19/
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were scared and alarmed by the received information and afterwards paying more attention to their 
behaviours. While the others affirmed that the information led them to be more relaxed and less 
worried about the virus. 
Considering Facebook, 23% of the participants asserted that the information shared on this social media 
is trustable. Among the respondents, 35% asserted that they verify information sometime or never. 
These results suggest the importance of media literacy activities to motivate people to verify the news 
sources and learn how to identify disinformation sources. 
 
We also investigated if the current emergency changed the way respondents deal with information. 
Replies have been well balanced. Indeed, while half of the respondents replied that nothing changed 
on their information consumption behaviour, the other half stated that the pandemic changed their 
relationship with information. Results show that, among the 50% who stated their behaviours changed, 
89% declared that the emergency led them to be more aware about the importance of verified 
information. Only 11% were still confused and exposed to disinformation dangers.  
 
Finally, we asked what actions could be more effective to ensure the communication of reliable and 
correct information to citizens in relation to the Covid-19 virus. It is interesting to acknowledge that 
most of the respondents agreed on the need for more information from the scientific communication 
and public institutions but also for a better control of the platforms on circulating unverified 
information. This suggests that even if respondents assigned high importance to trusted information, 
they also asked for better regulating the information shared via social media and platforms. 
 
Taking into account all collected data, results show how people, in difficult times and when talking 
about health issues, are more aware about the importance of correct and trustable information and 
less inclined to believe unverified information. 
 
The analysis also suggests that participants are careful about the challenges presented by the platforms 
and are also aware about the fact that the news circulated via social media has a direct impact on their 
behaviours.  
However, we can conclude that information from public institutions, relying on trustful and verified 
information, is the most important channel of communication and information for the respondents and 
they would like also to be more informed through these channels. 
 
Having said that, it is also essential to conclude with a couple of thoughts about the methodological 
approach that was used for the analysis. The first issue is related to data access. The limited access to 
social network data undermines the potentiality of data analysis. For this is of utmost importance to 
carry on with the request of elevated social network data access. Second, the analysis was a first 
attempt to combine the quantitative and qualitative methodology. Refinements are needed and will be 
integrated in future work. However, it is evident that an integrated quantitative and qualitative analysis 
identifies a promising approach to understand the impacts of the complex dynamics occurring inside 
and outside the social networks. Finally, it emerged from social media analyses that people shared more 
widely trustable sources of information. However, further methodological efforts are needed to fill the 
lack of what can be really considered trustable and what is not. The method of analysis used for this 
paper, based on a source-based approach, cannot solve this issue and needs to be considered in future 
research on the topic. According to our results another topic emerged which was not explored here, 
which is the role of the in the disinformation chain. This topic deserves future investigation and analysis 
and we consider exploring it in future works of research. 
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In the upcoming months, considering the results emerged from the analysis reported here, the work of 
WP5, will end up with policy recommendations to inform policy makers on future actions needed to 
tackle disinformation. Also, the complete evaluation of the SOMA project will be implemented and 
finalized and reported in D5.3 (M30). 
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7 Annexes 

7.1 Annex 1. Survey in Italian 
 Questionario sulla relazione tra comunicazione e comportamenti degli italiani in base al 

rischio del virus COVID-19  

Un gruppo di ricercatori del centro di ricerca T6 Ecosystems sta realizzando uno studio finalizzato ad 

indagare il rapporto tra gli italiani e l’informazione relativa al coronavirus (COVID-19) e le relative 

ricadute sui comportamenti dei cittadini. La ricerca è svolta in collaborazione con il Centro di Eccellenza 

Aletheia, polo di competenza dell’Università Luiss Guido Carli che promuove ricerche multidisciplinari 

e sperimentali su temi legati alla disinformazione. L’attività di T6 Ecosystems e di Aletheia è supportata 

dall’Unione Europa, grazie al finanziamento ottenuto dal progetto SOMA (Social Observatory for 

Disinformation and Social Media Analysis) finanziato dalla Commissione Europea DG CNECT. 

 

Per la sua realizzazione è stato predisposto il seguente questionario. Le tue risposte sono molto 

importanti per raggiungere gli scopi della ricerca. Ti ringraziamo per il tempo che dedicherai al 

questionario. La compilazione richiede circa 10 minuti. 

 

Iniziando il questionario manifesti il tuo consenso al trattamento dei dati che condividerai. Ai sensi del 

Regolamento UE 2016/679 (GDPR) ti segnaliamo che i dati saranno trattati da T6 Ecosystems, con sede 

in Via Aureliana 63 00187 Roma, e solo per finalità di ricerca scientifica. Il questionario è anonimo e T6 

non sarà in alcun modo in grado di collegare a te le informazioni che condividerai. I dati generati da 

questo questionario saranno conservati sui computer di T6 Ecosystems e navigare e utilizzare i servizi 

Google Forms può comportare un trattamento di dati personali da parte di Google con le condizioni, 

conformi al GDPR, elencate in questa pagina. Per qualsiasi informazione puoi comunque scrivere a 

dpo@t-6.it senza formalità. 

 

Grazie per la sua collaborazione. 

 

1. Genere  

• Uomo 

• Donna  

• Altro 

 
2. Dove abiti 

• Nord Italia 
• Centro Italia 
• Sud Italia 

 
 

3. Età 

https://datalab.luiss.it/aletheia-2/?lang=en&doing_wp_cron=1585240669.6947669982910156250000
https://www.disinfobservatory.org/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
mailto:dpo@t-6.it
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• <18 
• 18-25 
• 26-35 
• 36-50 
• 51-65 
• 66-80 
• >80 

 
4. Titolo di studio 

• Nessuno 
• Licenza elementare 
• Licenza media 
• Diploma 
• Laurea 
• Post-laurea (es. specializzazione, dottorato, master post-laurea) 

 
5. Qual é la tua fonte principale di informazione sull’emergenza coronavirus? 

• Televisione e Radio 
• Quotidiani e riviste cartacee 
• Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Whatapp) 
• Fonti ufficiali (Governo italiano, Dipartimento Protezione Civile, Istituto Superiore Sanità 

etc) 
 
6. Quanto ritieni che siano affidabili le informazioni che ricevi sui gruppi Whatsapp? 

• Molto 
• Abbastanza 
• Poco 
• Per niente 
• Non ricevo informazioni tramite gruppi Whatsapp 

 
7. Se hai risposto “Molto” o “Abbastanza” alla domanda precedente, ritieni che l’informazione che ti 

ha raggiunto su Whatsapp abbia condizionato il tuo comportamento? 
• Molto 
• Abbastanza 
• Poco 
• Per niente 

8. Se hai risposto “Molto”, “Abbastanza” o “Poco” alla risposta precedente, come pensi che i 
messaggi su Whatsapp ti abbiano condizionato? 

• Mi hanno allarmato e mi hanno condotto ad assumere un atteggiamento più 
cauto 

• Mi hanno tranquillizzato e mi hanno condotto ad assumere un atteggiamento più 
rilassato 

9. Quanto ritieni che siano affidabili le informazioni che ricevi tramite Facebook? 
1. Molto 
2. Abbastanza 
3. Poco 
4. Per niente 
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10. Quando leggi un articolo, una notizia, o un post su Facebook sull’emergenza Covid-19, vai poi a 

verificare che l’informazione sia veritiera? 
• Sempre 
• Qualche volta 
• Mai 

 
11. Se hai risposto “Mai” alla domanda precedente perché non ritieni di dover verificare 
l’informazione acquisita su Facebook? 

• Perché mi fido di chi l’ha condivisa, o di chi l’ha scritta, e la ritengo attendibile 
• Perché non mi fido e non la ritengo attendibile 
• Perché non ho tempo 
• Altro 

12. In questo periodo di emergenza Covid-19, quale ritieni che sia il canale di comunicazione più 
affidabile? 

• Social Network 
• Giornali tradizionali 
• Giornali on-line 
• Radio e televisione 
• Canali social e trasmissioni ufficiali del Governo e della Protezione Civile 
• Informazioni della comunità scientifica (articoli scientifici, comunicazioni di ospedali e 

organizzazioni sanitarie) 
 

13. Quanto ritieni importante il ruolo delle Istituzioni (ad esempio: Presidenza del Consiglio dei 
Ministri, Governo, Protezione Civile) nel comunicare direttamente ai cittadini cosa sta 
accadendo e come comportarsi per far fronte all’emergenza Covi 19? 

• Molto 
• Abbastanza 
• Poco 
• Per nulla 

 
14. Quanto ritieni importante il ruolo di esperti del settore (ad esempio: virologi, epidemiologi, 

medici) nel comunicare direttamente ai cittadini cosa sta accadendo e come comportarsi per 
far fronte all’emergenza Covid- 19? 

• Molto 
• Abbastanza 
• Poco 
• Per nulla 

 
15. Ti è capitato di leggere la notizia per cui il Covid 19 è un virus collegato a un programma di 

armi batteriologiche, nato in un laboratorio della città di Wuhan (Cina)? 
• Sì 
• No 
 
16. Se hai risposto sì, hai creduto alla notizia? 

• Sì 
• No 
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17. Se hai risposto sì, come ha influito la notizia sui tuoi comportamenti? 

• Ha sollevato in me paura e di diffidenza verso la Cina 
• Mi ha reso più ostile verso la comunità cinese che abita in Italia  
• Altro (Per favore specifica come ha influito) 

 
18. Ti è capitato di leggere la notizia che associala diffusione del virus alla presenza di migranti?  

• Sì 
• No  

 
19. Se hai risposto sì, hai creduto alla notizia? 

• Sì 
• No 

 
20. Se hai risposto sì, come ha influito la notizia sui tuoi comportamenti? 

• Ha sollevato in me un sentimento di paura e di diffidenza verso i migranti 
• Mi ha avvicinato/convinto delle posizioni dei partiti di destra 
• Altro (per favore specifica come ha influito) 

 
21. Ti è capitato di leggere la notizia per cui il virus non esiste e/o è un pericolo inesistente?  

• Sì 
• No 

 
22. Se hai risposto sì, hai creduto alla notizia? 

• Sì 
• No 

 

23. Se hai risposto sì, come ha influito la notizia sui tuoi comportamenti? 
• Mi ha indotto ad assumere un atteggiamento meno allarmista nei confronti del 

virus 
•  Mi ha convinto che la minaccia non esiste ed esortato a condurre la mia vita 

senza seguire le disposizioni delle autorità 
• Altro (per favore specifica come ha influito) 

 
24. Pensi che l’emergenza corona virus abbia modificato la tua capacità di confrontarti con 

l’informazione? 
• Si 
• No 

 
25. Se hai risposto sì, come pensi la tua percezione dell’informazione sia cambiata negli ultimi tempi? 

• Penso di essere diventata/o più consapevole dell’importanza dell’informazione verificata e 
proveniente da fonti affidabili 

• Penso di essere ancora confuso/a circa le fonti di informazione e quindi esposto/a ai 
pericoli di disinformazione 

 
26. Quale azione trovi più efficace per garantire un’informazione affidabile e corretta della 

cittadinanza in relazione al virus Covid-19? 
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• Maggiore comunicazione attraverso canali ufficiali (sito, canali social delle Istituzioni) 
• Maggiore controllo delle piattaforme circa la circolazione di notizie non verificate 
• Maggiore accesso a canali di informazione tradizionali (giornali, televisione, radio) 
• Maggiore divulgazione di informazioni scientifiche  

 
Grazie per aver partecipato al questionario 
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7.2 Annex 2. Survey in English 
 
1. Gender  

• Women 

• Men 

• Other 

 
2. Where do you live? 

• North of Italy 
• Centre of Italy 
• Southern Italy 

 
 

3. Age 
• <18 
• 18-25 
• 26-35 
• 36-50 
• 51-65 
• 66-80 
• >80 

 
4. Education degree 

• None 
• Elementary school 
• Middle school 
• High school 
• Master degree 
• Postgraduate 

 
5. What is your main source of information on the coronavirus emergency? 

• Broadcasters 
• Newspapers and print magazines 
• Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp) 
• Official sources (Italian government, Civil Protection, Ministry of Health) 

 
6. How reliable do you think the information you receive about Whatsapp groups is?"? 

• A lot  
• Enough 
• Little 
• Nothing 
• I don't receive information through Whatsapp groups 

 
7. If you answered "A lot" or "Enough" to the previous question, do you think that the information 

that reached you on Whatsapp influenced your behavior? 
• A lot  
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• Enough 
• Little 
• Nothing 

 
8. If you answered "A lot" "Enough" or "Little" to the previous question, how do you think the 

messages on Whatsapp affected you? 
• They reassured me and led me to take a more relaxed attitude 
• They alarmed me and led me to take a more cautious attitude 
• Other 

 
9.  How reliable do you think the information you receive from Facebook is? 

• A lot  
• Enough 
• Little 
• Nothing 

 
10.  When you read an article, a news, or a Facebook post on the Covid-19 emergency, do you verify 

that the information is true? 
• Always 

• Sometime 
• Never 
• Not available 

 
11. If you answered "Never" to the previous question, why don't you think you should 
check the information acquired on Facebook? 

•  I trust who shared it, or who wrote it, and I think it is a reliable source 
• Because I don't trust and I don't think it is a reliable source 
• I have no time 
• Other 

 
12.  In this Covid-19 emergency, which do you think is the most reliable information channel? 

• Social Network 
• Online newspapers 
• Newspapers and print magazines 
• Radio e televisione 
• Canali social e trasmissioni ufficiali del Governo e della Protezione Civile 
• Official transmissions of the Government and Civil Protection through social media or 

other channels 
 

13.  How important do you consider the role of the institutions (for example: Prime Minister, 
Government, Civil Protection) in communicating directly to citizens what is happening and in 
providing information on how to behave to deal with the Covid-19 emergency 

• A lot  
• Enough 
• Little 
• Nothing 
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14. How important do you think the role of experts in the sector (for example: virologists, 
epidemiologists, doctors) in communicating directly to citizens what is happening and in 
communicating how to behave to deal with the Covid-19 emergency? 

• A lot  
• Enough 
• Little 
• Nothing 

10. Did you happen to read the news that Covid-19 is a virus linked to a bacteriological weapons 
program, born in a laboratory in the city of Wuhan (China)? 

• Yes 
• No 

16. If you answered yes to the previous question, did you believe the news? 
• Yes 
• No 

 
1.  If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 

• It raised a feeling of fear and distrust of China 
• It made me more hostile towards the Chinese community that lives in Italy 
• Other 

 
18. Did you happen to read the news that associates the outbreak of the spread of the virus with 

the presence of migrants? 
• Yes 
• No  

 
19. If you answered yes to the previous question, did you believe the news? 

• Yes 
• No 

 
21. If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 

• It raised a feeling of fear and distrust for the migrants in me 
• He approached / convinced me of the positions of the right-wing parties 
• Other 

 
21. Did you happen to read the news that the virus does not exist and / or is a non-existent danger? 

• Yes 
• No 

 
22. If you answered yes to the previous question, did you believe the news? 

• Yes 
• No 

 

23. If you answered yes to the previous question, how did the news affect your behaviour? 
• It has led me to take a less alarmist attitude towards the virus 
• It convinced me that the threat does not exist and urged me to lead my life 

without following the instructions of the authorities 
• Other 
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24. Do you think that the corona virus emergency has changed your ability to deal with 

information? 
• Yes 
• No 

 
25. If you answered yes, how do you think your perception of information has changed in recent 

times? 
• I think I am still confused about the sources of information and therefore exposed to the 

dangers of disinformation 
• I think I have become more aware of the importance of information verified and coming 

from reliable sources 
 
26. What action do you find most effective to ensure reliable and correct citizenship information in 

relation to the Covid-19 virus?" 
• Greater communication through official channels (website, social channels of the 

institutions) 
• Greater control of platforms about the circulation of unverified news 
• Greater access to traditional information channels (newspapers, television, radio) 
• Greater disclosure of scientific information 

 


